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By applying the concepts in this book, organizations can use customer service as a powerful tool for establishing and maintaining a distinct brand identity.




Branding is an integral part of modern business strategy. But while there are dozens of books on branding products and marketing campaigns, nobody has applied the logic and techniques of branding to customer service-until now.

Branded Customer Service is a practical guide to moving service delivery to a new level so that brand reinforcement occurs every time customers interact with organizational representatives. Janelle Barlow and Paul Stewart show how to infuse an entire organization with brand values and create a recognizable style of service that reflects brand promises and brand images.

Branded Customer Service will help readers:

	Personalize and reinforce brands through staff/customer interactions
	Link brand propositions to selling style and messages
	Embed on-brand service into "organizational DNA" through human resources policies, brand champions, and culture/brand alignment
	Communicate internally to ensure that brands resonate within organizations. 


An identifiable, attractive brand offers an enormous competitive advantage. By applying the concepts in this book, organizations can use customer service as a powerful tool for establishing and maintaining a distinct brand identity.

 About the Authors 

Janelle Barlow is president and owner of TMI US. Her clients include Hewlett-Packard, Chevron, Exxon, Genentech, Avon Cosmetics, Kaiser Permanente Hospitals, and many others. She also sits on the board of the National Speaker's Association.

Paul Stewart is a Director of TMI New Zealand, which is part of the international human-factor based business solutions company TMI International. TMI works to create Exciting Company Cultures, applying concepts in organizational development, operational processes, internal marketing and communications. He was previously chief economist for the ANZ Banking Group (NZ) Ltd. And has held key executive roles specializing in operationalizing corporate strategy through brands and organizational culture. Now he works with a range of companies in integrated brand, culture development and emotional intelligence. He also mentors and advises executives from a number of leading New Zealand organizations.
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Jews and Judaism in Modern China (Routledge Jewish Studies Series)Routledge, 2009
Jews and Judaism in Modern China explores and compares the dynamics at work in two of the oldest, intact and starkly contrasting civilizations on earth; Jewish and Chinese. The book studies how they interact in modernity and how each civilization views the other, and analyses areas of cooperation between scholars, activists and...
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Next Generation SSH2 Implementation: Securing Data in MotionSyngress Publishing, 2008
The most up-to-date information on the next generation of SSH and how to incorporate into your organization's security environment.     

   New security risks, continuously evolving regulation and increasing security standards have created new and growing needs for secure internal information transfers, which SSH provides. This book...
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JavaScript for PHP DevelopersO'Reilly, 2013

	
		If you want to significantly expand your web development skills beyond PHP, this practical, hands-on book teaches you ECMAScript—the core JavaScript language—from the ground up. You’ll discover some similarities between JavaScript and PHP, such as conditions and loops, but the primary focus is on JavaScript’s...
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The Windows 2000 Device Driver Book, A Guide for Programmers, Second EditionPrentice Hall, 2000
The #1 book on Windows driver development - totally updated for Windows 2000!  

With The Windows 2000 Device Driver Book, any experienced Windows  programmer can master driver development start to finish: planning,  implementation, testing, debugging, installation, and distribution. Totally  updated to reflect...
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Recent Developments in Alcoholism : Alcohol Problems in Adolescents and Young Adults. Epidemiology. Neurobiology. Prevention. Treatment (Recent Developments in Alcoholism)Springer, 2005


	Even after stepping through the doorway into the 21st century, alcoholism

	remains a major contributor to the excess morbidity and mortality experienced

	by Americans. No where is this unmet need more dramatic than its

	impact on adolescents.





	In this edition, the authors cover the wide spectrum of epidemiologic,...
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David Busch's Compact Field Guide for the Canon EOS Rebel T3i/600DCourse Technology PTR, 2011

	Throw away your cheat-sheets and command cards! Are you tired of squinting
	at tiny color-coded tables on fold-out camera cards? Do you wish you had the
	most essential information extracted from my comprehensive David Busch’s
	Canon EOS Rebel T3i/600D Guide to Digital SLR Photography in a size you could
	tuck away in your camera...
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